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IbOOIQ OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES: U.S. MEDAL COUNT
Find out what events you should be
watching tonight and recap the past
six days.
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Adding flossing to your hygiene regimen can add 10 years to your lif
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Resolution passed
for absence policy
to be more flexible
By Matt Lima

"Students need to know

Reporter

about this ...This will

The Undergraduate Student
Government
unanimously affect them the same as
passed a resolution on Monday
night that encouraged an
the unionization will."
updated absentee policy for the
University, which will bring less
stress for students who must
miss classes for other commit- same rule. This way, if students
are missing classes for a number
ments.
The approved form was com- of days in a row. all of their classpiled by the USG Organization es will offer make-up time if the
Liaison, and has been in the proper excused documentation
works since the end of fall is presented.
Students involved in different
semester.
Diversity Affairs Senator organizations, students involved
Ashley Hannah wrote the reso- with athletics or seniors taking
lution and presented it to the off days to visit potential gradusenate during the Feb. 8 meet- ate schools are the main focus of
ing It was tabled until Feb. 15 the resolution. It also mentions
where all of the members voted the concernsof the students who
experience family or personal
in approval for it.
The resolution starts by point- emergencies over the course of
ing out that there is currently no the semester as well.
Organization Liaison Chair
set policy on excused absences
for faculty, staff and students. Sarah Shepherd said she expeCurrently, absentee policies are rienced some trouble when she
left to be decided on by indi- tried to leave for a conference
with USG members last year.
vidual professors.
The goal of the document is She said one of her professors
to put a more set policy in place
See USG | Page 2
so all of the professors of the
University will be abiding by the

RVANMROC
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Program helps students,
faculty, community make
international connections

■'.!.'.

mind the
GAPS

By Mike Hays

. Cross-Cultural Conversation
Connection is pairing American
students with international newcomers after a successful kickoff
event.
"We had about 100 students
lattend the eventl this time,"
said Brittany Cottrill, a graduate student involved with CCCC
"It went really well; there was a
lot of discussion, and when we
ended, people kept talking."
The purpose of the program is
to develop cultural understanding by connecting people from
different cultures, according to
the CCCCs Web site.
"If you're interested in foreign culture, travel or foreign
language, we've got that covered," said Kate Spike, program
director for English as a Second
Language.
"We'll take any student, any

ByAlisi.O'N.ill
Assistant Pulse Editor

Sometimes senior Kelsey Stein flosses
three times a day.
"I floss twice a day; once at night
before I go to bed and then in the morning
when I wake up," Stein said. "Sometimes I
floss in between, too, if 1 need to."
Stein's habit of flossing often will not only
benefit her oral health, but can also benefit
her body's overall health. In fact, that little
piece of string that Stein keeps in her purse
has the ability to add up to 10 years to her
life span.

Flossing has its dental benefits preventing gingivitis and other gum diseases, but
a recent study published in "Circulation:
Journal of the American Heart Association"
looked at the link between the mouth and
chronic diseases.
Faith Yingling, director of Wellness, said
the study found people with higher blood
levels of specific disease-causing bacteria
in the mouth were more likely to experience hardening of the arteries in the carotid
artery in the neck.
SM FLOSS

"If you're interested

Reporter

!2

in foreign culture... or
foreign language, we've
got that covered."
Kate Spike | Director

faculty member and any member of the community who wants
to do this," she said.
The program begins every fall
and spring semester and to
join the program, sign up, Spike
said.
Students are paired up based
on certain preferences, such
as language, hobbies or area of
study, she said.
The program offers new experiences for those involved.
Jen Uhl isan English education
See CCCCI Page 2

Main St. bar has seen many famous faces
over the years, now hosts local bands
By J»«I Janwi
Reporter

With past guests ranging from
Clint Eastwood to B.B. King,
Howard's Club H has been rocking out since 1974.
Located at 210 North Main
St., Howard's wasn't always the
laid-back hipster bar everyone
knows today. Howard's original
location was across the street

where the Wood County Library
is now and was equipped with
lantern-style lighting and dirt
floors.
What was once a horse stable,
Howard's current location has
been a part of Main Street since
1955. Charlie, who wished to be
referred to as "Tuna," has been
bartending at Howard's since
1974 and said many famous
faces have come through the

CAMPUS

bar for a drink or two.
"Back in the day, Bowling Green
used to be a pretty good size oil
town," Tuna said. "Celebrities of
the '60s and '50s used to pop
in all the time. Leonard "Spock"
Nimoy from the original Star Trek,
B.B. King played here once, Clint
Eastwood and even Clark Gable
See HOWARDS) Page2

FORUM

Movement of the macabre

More changes needed in Congress

JEFFFIEISCHMANN I THfBGNfWS

CHEERS: Howard's Club H. located on North Main Street downtown, showcases local bands as well as serving as a bar favorite for University

students.

SPORTS
Men's hoops fall to Bulls

Even the dead are affected by the

Long-time Indiana Senator Evan Bayh's decision not

After a slow start to the first half, the

University's growth, as the Oak Grove

to seek re-election is a sign that continued reform is

Falcons couldn't mount a comeback

Cemetary adapts and moves to acco-

necessary for Congress to make accomplishments,

as they fell to Buffalo 64-51 on the

modate the University's plans |PagtS

according to forum editor Kyle Schmidlin | Pagt 4

road | Pag* 6

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What do you tell the dentist when asked if you've
been flossing?
ALEXGRIVANOS
Freshman. Education
"Yes, every day."

|*»4

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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BLOTTER

Shepherd said there is a huge
importance in getting involved
with the 300-plus groups on
campus, adding that she has
learned more about politics
from sitting in at USG meetings
than in any classroom.
"That's why we get involved,"
Shepherd said.
Getting approved was simply
the first step.
During the first readthrough during the meeting
on Feb. 8, Senator At-large
Sean Lutzmann asked who
this resolution was directed
toward. Hannah said the resolution will now be presented
to Graduate School Senate and
then to Faculty Senate. The
three groups will attempt to
write an active policy that is
settled nicely among the three.
It will change the student
code of conduct, Hannah said.
"... (S|tudents need to know
about this." Shepherd said.
"This will affect them the same
as the unionization will. It
makes me so happy that it was
unanimous."

USG

TUES, FEB. 16

From Page 1

6:05 P.M.

was difficult when it came to
Shepherd having to miss an
exam while she was gone.
Shepherd said she decided
to move forward with the issue
in November when athletic
students approached her with
concern.
"We worked on the wording
for three months." Shepherd
said.
Hannah said the committee
got to work by taking a number of different surveys from
students. The surveys point
out that students wanted to be
allotted chances to miss class
for important commitments
with proper times for make-up
work.
"We really got the opinion of
the students." Hannah said.
Hannah said it's in the best
interests of the students to form
a set of rules that all of the classes on campus could abide by so
students can stay committed to
their course work and extracurricular activities.

Complainant reported he believes
someone is making purchases with
his online Fifth Third account.

11:23 P.M.
Residents within 400 block of
Thurstm Ave were warned for diso
derly conduct/fighting.

11:38 P.M.
Resident within 1000 block of
Fairview Ave was advised of a noise
complaint.

WED.. FEB. 17
12:20 A.M.
Lornne Witherspoon, 2S. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for assault
withm the 400 block of S. Church St

NONLINE: •otoDg«iem<omfortlie
"5 complete Dtotter list

cccc

est from international students
than from American students,"
Spike said. Advertising the proFrom Page 1
gram to international students
is more direct.
major participating in CCCC.
Another benefit CCCC offers
"I have gotten to learn a lot
about cultures, countries, and is the chance to maintain lifemeet some really interesting long friendships.
Comingfromanothercountry
people that I would never have
been able to otherwise," Uhl and not knowing the language
can be a challenge to making
said.
CCCC tries to help by making new friends.
Tve had a couple of people
connections and getting contacts for international students make really good friends and
I've had people say 'this is my
to make friends.
After the kickoff event, conver- best friend ever' and I've had a
sation partners are encouraged lot of people say 'this is someto do everyday activities togeth- body I'm going to stay in contact
er, such as "meet them for lunch with. "Spike said.
Having the opportunity for
once a week." Spike said.
Doing tilings that American international students to make
students think are fun is a great friends with Americans and
learn about the culture is a main
way for partners to connect.
"Go see a movie. Go to one of focus of CCCC.
"There is also the American
the campus art exhibits. Go to a
part of it... many students have
football game." Spike said.
Act ivit ies t hat st udents would actually never had a conversanormally do are opportunities tion with somebody from another culture." Spike said.
for conversation partners.
The first time you do that
The 0CQ '■ program is always
looking for more American stu- you start to realize it's a very cool
thing and you've got someone
dents to join.
"We usually have more inter- VOU can connect with in a lot

of ways that maybe you didn't
know," Spike said.
With such a large population
of international students at the
University, the program offers
lasting opportunities.
CCCC was founded in 1993.
"The program went through
a change about five years ago
... we've gone from a teaching
program to a service program,"
Spike said.
"It's a program that we've
never had to cancel," she said.
Since the program has been
around, it has gotten bigger. This
semester there are about 160 students in the program.
I in students seeking to live
overseas, CCCC can provide a
window for what it's like,
"It helps ... if you've never
really been abroad, if you've
never had that experience of
understanding what it's like to
be completely out of your element.'1 said Spike.
For international students,
the program helps their retention rate by connecting them to
America.
"If you don't make the
American connection, then

FLOSS
From Page 1

"Atherosclerosis, also called
'hardening of the arteries,'
develops when deposits of fats
and other substances in your
blood begin to stick to the sides
of your arteries. These deposits,
cal led plaques, canbuildupand
narrow your arteries, clogging
them like a plugged-up drain,"
Yingling said. "If these plaques
ever block the blood flow completely, you could have a heart
attack or stroke, depending on
the location of the blockage."
Bacteria from the mouth can
enter the bloodstream through
the gums and this has been
found among artery plaque,
which directly contributes to
arterial blockage.
Lee Meserve, a biology professor and pre-dentistry adviser
at the University, said when it
comes to the spaces between
the teeth where plaque hides,
brushing vigorously won't be
enough to remove it.
"Plaque is essentially a collection of microorganisms that
like it where it's dark and moist,"
Meserve said. "Some of those
mircoorganisms could potentially spread to the rest of the
what is it that's grounding you to
this culture," Spike said, CCCC
helps students to feel a part of
the University as a contributing
member.
International students and
American students that participate in the program can sometimes change their mindset of
certain cultures.
"They come here for the education of course, but they also
want to see what America is like,"
Spike said.
Some students' perception
of culture is what they get in
Hollywood movies, Spike said.
"To meet someone and
become friends with them, and
meet their family and spend the
weekends with them, to see how
families really interactand where
they live; I think that's huge in
terms of getting the most out of
their time abroad," Spike said.
For anyone interested in the
CCCC program, send an e-mail
toCCCC@bgsu.edu.

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

body."
When people floss they are
removing that plaque and
harmful bacteria from between
the teeth, which in turn helps
prevent gum inflammation
— another way in which mouth
infections can affect the rest of
the body.
"One of the body's natural responses to infection is
inflammation
(swelling),"
Yingling said. "It's possible that
as these oral bacteria travel
through your body, they trigger
a similar response, causing the
blood cells to swell. This swelling could then narrow an artery
and increase the risk of clots."
Health professionals agree
on the benefits of flossing, but
disagree when it comes to how
many years flossing can add to
a person's life span.
Dr. Michael Roizen, chief
wellness officer at the Cleveland
Clinic, believes that flossing
ranks in the top five healthy
habits for a long lifeand believes
it can add up to 6.4 years to a
person's life. But Dr. Thomas
Perls, associate professor at the
Boston University School of
Medicine, allots a year and a
half addition to a life span for
daily flossing.
No matter how many years

flossing can add to a person's
life, it can still help prevent
heart disease while also preventing bad breath moments.
"(Flossingl can also help prevent cavities, gingivitis, and
tooth loss," Yingling said. "In
the short-term, flossingcan help
reduce tartar build-up, remove
food particles and plaque, and
improve the smell of breath."

HOWARD'S

and cold drinks.
Happy Hour is 11 a.m. to 9
p.m. Monday through Friday
and drink specials are changing every night. The bar offers
25 domestic and import beers
on tap and a wide range of well
and top shelf liquors.
On Sundays, customers
can enjoy a Tuna Mary. Made
famous by Tuna himself, this
brunch in a glass is filled with
tuna, tomato juice, olives, celery and vodka. Donna Parsons
was the former manager at
Howard's and said she comes
in every Sunday afternoon for a
Tuna Mary.
"The Tuna Marys are simply delicious," Parsons said.
"They're served blended and
chilled with some cheese and
crackers and shrimp on the
side. You can't go wrong for
$3.25. I recommend them to
people all the time."
If students are looking for a
laid-back bar with pool tables,
tunes and drinks, Howard's
Glub H is the spot to unwind.

From Page 1

have all visited Howard's."
Known for booking alternative rock and blues bands,
Howard's is always looking for
talented young musicians to
grace their stage, lovin Fish is
a Bowling Green resident and
also plays in the band "Tuna
and the Fish." He said he enjoys
the laid-back atmosphere and
the cheap drinks his favorite
bar provides.
"I'm here all the time hanging with Tuna and just playing
shows," Fish said. "I guess you
could say 1 am a regular, but
honestly, I just like the vibes
Howard's puts off. Not too many
bars in Bowling Green are like
Howard's, and that's why I continue to chill here."
Between
Wednesday
and Saturday, admission to
Howard's may end up costing
$5-$10, but the money is well
worth the live entertainment

WINTHROP TERRACE
WWW.

APARTMENTS

HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING

Two Outdoor Pools

I

(INCLUDED)

Napoleon

- -

Office |

HIGH SPEED INTERNET
(INCLUDED)

What happens if you sign
a yearlong lease for an
apartment and then have to
move out after 6 months?

;

New Kitchen Cabinet & Appliances

BASIC CABLE

Rent Payable Online

STOP BY
AND SEE US
No Appointments Necessary

(INCLUDED)

Lease Renewal Bonuses

PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE

Reterral Award Bonuses

(INCLUDED)

Oft Street & Guest Parking

winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

WATER/SEWER/TRASH

Recycling Program

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135

(INCLUDED)

A. You lose your security
deposit
B. You may have to pay the
rent for the time
remaining on the lease
C. You can just cancel the
lease

2
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TECHCONNECT, Northwest Ohio's premier networking opportunity for entrepreneurs

TRIVIA

Which Offenhauer Tower
is the Tallest?
A. Offenhauer North
B. Offenhauer South
C. Offenhauer East
D. Offenhauer West

CMIXOI

STODENTMONEY
"BGSU.
«vww bgiu fdu^rrms
419.J72.2252
-^^^— and ^——^—

GLASS CITY
; FEDERAL
-CREDIT UNION
« ataiKtlytiu torn

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio

[E
Management Inc.

and technology companies, is hosting its next event.

BGSU

Brought to you by:

Fewer Bills and a Better Value
TECHCONNECTX?
Connecting minds, motivation and money Ores

BGVfews

FRUGAL
FALCON$

On-Site Laundry Facilities
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance

■ Wind 18" of floss around
middle fingers of each hand.
Pinch floss between thumbs
and index fingers, leaving
a 1 - 2" length in between.
Use thumbs to direct floss
between upper teeth.
■ Keep a 1" - 2" length of floss
taut between fingers. Use
index fingers to guide floss
between contacts of the
lower teeth.
■ Gently guide floss between
the teeth by using a zigzag motion. Do not snap
floss between your teeth.
Contour floss around the
side of the tooth.

check us out online @

& SUMMIT TERRACE

ALSO INCLUDED

FLOSS FACTS
The proper way to floss according to the American Dental
Hygienists' Association (provided
by Dr. Faith Yingling):

419-353-5800

featured speaker will be Toledo Mayor Mike Bell.
Event Details
Place:

Toledo Club
23S 14th Street

Date:

Wednesday. February 24

Time:

5:00 - 8:00 p.m.

Cost:

Free

**—■——

■■

S

0

Register: www.rgplaunch.com

Willow House 830 4th St.
1 Bdrm

Studios, 1 & 2 Bdrms - Close to Campus

TECHCONNECT is dedicated to enhancing Northwest Ohio's entrepreneurial technology spirit with
a program designed to connect entrepreneurs and researchers with technology professionals, investors, and those interested in technology-based economic development.

Launch

One 3 Bdrm, Two 1 Bdrms - Close to Downtown

Evergreen Apts 215 E Poe

$100 exhibit tables are available

A(CUe*A!ING TfCMKCXOG*

White Castle 610 Main

Rocket Ventures.
ICMWICO

MAUZfO

/
This event is sponsored by the Regional Growth Partnership along with its programs.
Launch and Rocket Ventures.

Foxwood Manor 839 7th St.
1 Bdrm - Laundry on site, Close to Campus

5% off for all but studios
www.meccabg.com

CAMPUS
The Oak Grove
Cemetery brings
history to landscape
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University's

By Angela Graan
Reporter

In 1897, bodies buried in Ihe Oak
Ridge Cemetery were moved to
new plots on the outskirts of town
so the cemetery would not be in
the center of the city. Ironically,
the cemetery is now in the center
of the University.
The cemetery was originally
located east of the Ridge Street
Elementary School on Ridge and
Wooster streets. Records of the
earliest burials in Oak Grove
Cemetery date back to the 1830s.
Michael McMaster, the education coordinator at the Wood
County Historical Center, said
there was an elevated ridge along
Ridge Street from North Main
Street to the current cemetery
where, over the centuries, prehistoric Native Americans, pioneers
and even soldiers from the War of
1812 are probably buried.
" It was probably moved because
the land where the old cemetery
was desired to be used to build
houses," McMaster said. "It was
moved way out in the country
where it wasn't taking up anybody's backyard."
According to "The First One
Hundred Years of Bowling Green,
Ohio," by Charles S. Van Tassel,
graves with headstones intact
were moved to the new cemetery but many of the bodies were
never moved.
In 1933, people were still finding bones and tombstones which
had not been moved to the new
plots, McMaster said.
In 1909, Allen Avery built
a mausoleum just west of Oak
Grove Cemetery. It had 384 crypts,
or burial vaults, and was owned
and operated by the Bowling
Green Mausoleum Association.
The mausoleum was between
the cemetery and Overman Hall.
According to the 1984 publication of the Ohio Genealogical
Society's "Oak Grove Cemetery,"
there had been 7,380 burials. In
the summer of 2004, approximately 1,000 plots remained

Image of black women
focus of Brown Bag
By Morgan Addington-Hodga
Reporter

PH0I0 ILLUSTRATION PROVIDED BY ALAINA BUZAS

available but McMaster said
there are still people and markers that are unaccounted for
since the move. He also said all
notable people in Bowling Green
that streets or University buildings are named after are buried
in the cemetery.
The University began in 1910
and was built on what was then
the outskirts of the city.
"They didn't want to waste
good real estate on a college so
they made sure it was at the edge
of town," McMaster said.
Eventually, the University
expanded around the cemetery.
In 1998, the City removed 339

bodies from the mausoleum
and buried them in the cemetery, then they demolished the
mausoleum.
"The University wanted the
mausoleum taken down because
it was a hazard for safety reasons," McMaster said.
The fence around the cemetery was constructed in 1998
and 1999.
Tim Hammer and Denny
Guyer are the two full-time
maintenance staff at the cemetery. Hammer said the fence was
put in place because people were
walking through the cemetery.
"It's used to keep University

traffic from walking across
the graves," he said. "It got to
be that there were paths worn
down right over the graves."
There are several events that
take place in the cemetery.
The Memorial Day Parade
ends in the cemetery at the
graves of veterans.
McMasteralsosaidinAugust
there is a Wood County Living
History Day, which is put on by
a group that researches individuals, such as Civil War soldiers or pioneers. The group
members then dress up like
the soldiers and pioneers and
give 5-minute speeches.

"Today I want to ask

Wednesday at the Women's
Center Brown Bag Lunch the
topic was all about the many representations of black women.
Maisha Wester, assistant professor of English and American
Cultures Studies was the presenter. Wester said she chose
to start researching the topic
of the representation of black
women for many reasons.
She said some of it had to do
with the recent election and
Michelle Obama.
Another reason, she said, was
how it personally affected her.
To start off her presentation
Wester shared a personal story
about an exchange she had with
a colleague. In a conversation
about dating, aging and starting a family, Wester's colleague
made a comment that Wester's
kind of woman leaves trail of
abortions behind her, not trails
of children.
"I didn't know what to say or
do. What did he mean by 'kind of
women?' Feminist? Academic?
Sexually-liberated? Black? What
should I do?" Wester said.
After her story introduction,
Wester posed a question.
"Today I want to ask what
it is to be a black woman,"
Wester said.
She talked about black female
stereotypes ranging from the
Black Matriarch, like Tyler
Perry's Madea, to the Black
Lady, like Omarosa from "The
Apprentice," to the Mammy,
like Aunt Jemima.
Wester talked about the divide
insexualityinthe representation
of black female sexuality. For
instance, the contrast between
the overtly sexual video vixens
and Aunt Jemima who has no
sexual appeal despite her ample
bosom.
"It seems to me there is a huge
gap between hyper sexuality
and asexuality. I know this is an

what it is to be a
black woman."
Maisha Wester | Presenter

impossible question to answer,
but do you think there will ever
be a reclaiming of black female
sexuality?" Susana Pena, associate professor of Ethnic Studies,
asked Wester.
"That's a question I've always
struggled with. I hope to God
so." Wester said.
Wester talked about how
many black women don't like
the images of them that are
presented by the media and
yet often refer to women they
know who don't fulfill these
stereotypes as Bouji or caring too much about pleasing
white people.
"The women who are exceptions to this black identity are
considered not black enough
for the black community," said
A'ame Kone, the graduate assistant for the Women's Center.
Wester said Obama's presence in the media has stirred
up a lot of talk about black
women stereotypes. Obama
has recently been compared
to Claire Huxtable from "The
Cosby Show." Both women are
considered representations of
women who backed their man
while still being outspoken.
Wester said that they are, however, still viewed as exceptions
to the general rule instead of
women who are changing the
stereotype.
Wester finished her presentation with a few questions.
"How can and should we represent black womanhood? How
do we escape such histories of
ensnaring images? Or should
we, rather, re-claim these images, locating in them sources and
ideas of strength?'' Wester said.

HPVFact#10:
The treatment for genital warts can
be a painful process and can involve
cutting, freezing, or burning the warts.
HPV Fact #17:
Even after treatment, genital warts
can come back. In fact, 25% of cases
come back within 3 months.
Why risk it
Visit your campus health center.
# MERCK
Copyright O 2010 Morck * Co., Inc.
M rlghH iwarva). P*»d In USA
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"I floss twice a day, once at night before I go to bed and then in the
morning when I wake up.'
- Kelsey Stein, senior, on how often she flosses her pearly whites [see story, pg. 1],
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PEOPLE UN In E STREET What do you tell the dentist when asked if you've been flossing?
1 dont floss. I

"Every now and

"I ask him if he's

have dentures. Go

then."

been flossing"

Isay.'Veah
Sometimes."

%

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

Seabond!"

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion (or
ERIKA PARKER,
Sophomore,
VCT

AUSTIN MORRIS,

JESSICA LILLY.
Semor
Psychology

ALEX BEAT,
Senior.
Digital Art

Junior
Education

To fix our country, we must first break
Congress, not try to put it back together

Ff
I

■

-

k KYLESCHMIOLIN
f-ORUM EDITOR

Sometimes, the best way to
make a political point is by disengaging from politics altogether.
The recent announcement

by Senator Evan Bayh (O-lnd.i
that he would not seek re-election in 2010 has sent a shock
wave through the national punditry. Figures at the right wing of
American politics have praised
Bayh's decision, with one post
by an "Kxpericnced Debater" on
Sean llannity's online discussion
board reading, "I le just acknowledged in an indirect way what the
Tea Party movement is all about.
He sees it, and walked out."
Whether that's the proper
analysts or not is debatable. But
it is interesting how the adage
"Politics make strange bedfellows" comes to reality. On the
issue of Bayh's retirement. I find
myself aligned with the political
right.
Of course, I don't take Bayh's
retirement to be indicative
of massive Tea Party success.
Perhaps it is, perhaps it isn't; it

really doesn't make a tremendous difference. What Bayh's
retirement really suggests is frustration with the inefficiencies of
Congress.
While that point may be valid,
a more efficient Congress operating on the lines pursued by Bayh
and/or the Tea Party Movement
would be even more frightening than the stagnant swamp
of corporatocracy currently sitting in Washington. But the idea
that everyone currently in office
ought to be voted out is one I
can't help but share with the Tea
Partiers.
Much of the current anger
with Congress, from the perspective of the Tea Partiers, stems
from the alleged attempt to "ram
a socialist form of health care
down Americans' throats" or
some such thing. Such a view
of what's going on is so twisted
it's as "Catch-22" author Joseph
1 teller described American politics In both praise and condemnation, "ludicrously funny."
In reality, we'd all be better off
if Congress did something along
the lines of ramming a socialist
form of health care down our
throats. Prior to the massive propaganda campaigns launched
by the likes of FOX News and
talk radio, Americans were over-

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviewsxom.

THE LEGEND OF BONES MALONE

minimal differences. Were they
truly polarized, Republicans
might be arguing for the dissolution of Medicare (they wouldn't
dare) and Democrats would
be arguing for universal singlepayer (they haven't the guts).
Watching the Tea Party movement hold up signs expressing
their very real fear that the government is going to take away
their freedom by giving them
health care is one of the saddest Uiings on television. It's too
strange to think there are people,
who come from the heartland
and have lost jobs and insurance,
looking to figures like Sarah Palin
and Glenn Beck as figureheads
and campaigners for their situational improvement.
At any rate, Bayh's complaint
that the Senate is broken is valid.
Where I depart from Bayh and
his sympathizers is that 1 don't
believe the best way to fix the
country is to repair Congress. The
best way to fix the country is to
break Congress even further and
experiment with something new
— letting the American people
have direct, participatory power.
Even the Tea Partiers.

whelmingly in favor of a universal, single-payer health care program. Now, the numbers have
apparently turned, with poll after
poll expressing American disapproval of both the plan itself and
the way both Republicans and
Democrats are handling it.
A recent Rasmussen poll suggests Americans want to vote out
as many incumbents as possible
in the midterm electionsand urge
Congress to begin the health care
discussion anew. Such a tactic is
a nice idea but probably wouldn't
do any real amount of good. The
idea of getting a new batch of
Congressmen, all with visions
and determination of their own,
will just lead to the same clashes
we are currently experiencing.
Bayh's complaint, and the
complaint of many Tea Partiers,
is that Congress is too divisive,
too partisan. The real problem
is that Congress isn't partisan
enough. Ralph Nader accurately
described the two parties years
ago, saying the only difference
between them is the "velocities
with which their knees hit the
floor when corporations knock
on their door."
Congress has staged a successful show, appearing partisan with
Democrats and Republicans
arguing viciously about very

Respond to Kyle at
theimvst^bgnews.com

Faculty unionization is not the best course of
action for the University's collective future
■Editors note: Vie following
are comments prepared l>y Ken
llorlaml, senior vice president for
Academic Affairs and provost.
for Monday's Undergraduate
Student Government meeting
regarding faculty unionization.
My favorite times in higher education, through service as a full
professor with tenure and as
the senior academic leader, are
spent working with and working for students. I lead for the
University's best academic future
to be realized, and to be sure
students receive the best educational and life opportunities in
an environment that is safe and
supportive of your success.
Out of that experience and
value, I'm pleased to do my very
best to complete the assignment
you've given, one about which
many people at BGSU care: faculty unionization. You asked for
my view on unionization vs. nonunionization.
When asked to address the
potential of a faculty union, I
sensed student concern for the
future of collegial shared governance, including the place

of the Undergraduate Student
Government, the future of our
friendly and student-centered
BGSU culture and the quality
of student learning and BGSU's
academic reputation.
Until a few months ago, I
spent eight years working every
day with a unionized faculty. I
have published on governance in
higher education where there is
a strong we/they, unionized culture. This is also why it is disconcerting to observe current rhetoric and practices that foreshadow
an unfortunate shift in our collegial shared governance, personable culture and your learning
opportunities at BGSU. From
this experience, related facts and
real concern, I share my view.
Our collegial shared
governance
Shared governance belongs to
all of us at BGSU — the trustees, the faculty, the administration, the staff and you, our
students. Shared governance
allows us to freely express our
various perspectives in order to
shape leadership's best decisions
for our future. Collegial shared

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

governance happens within and
between departments, schools,
colleges and other organizational
units, student organizations and
at the University level. It engages faculty and students at all of
those levels, including student
engagement with the Faculty
Senate. It individually and collectively engages faculty, classified,
administrative, undergraduate,
and graduate governance bodies.
To make collegial shared governance a more perfect experience
yielding better outcomes involves
the commitment and engagement of us all.
The future of BGSU is going to
be shaped by the work we do today
in collegial shared governance.
We are doing very good work that
will last (someone really should
make a record of the accomplishments gained via BGSU shared
collegial governance), and we are
working to improve the opportunity to express opinions and
input, as well as listening, in the
decision-making processes. We
are doing that without collective
bargaining, which must never be
confused with collegial shared
governance.
Collective bargaining concerns are very limited to negotiations about wages, hours, and
working conditions, and the
implementation of a collective

bargaining agreement. Collective
bargaining unit representatives negotiate ... for themselves, the union.
So, I encourage you students to
join in our collegial shared governance more than ever. Let's
work together on our collegial
shared governance skills and processes, those which contribute to
the warmth, cordiality and success of everyone who is part of
BGSU. Let's recognize, encourage and value our Faculty Senate,
Administrative Staff Council,
Classified Staff Council and your
student governance bodies as
extremely valuable, while developing our agenda. Let's keep this
our university through established and improved collegial
shared governance.
Cultural shift
Again, from my experience and
research, 1 have observed faculty collective bargaining to so
define a campus that it is difficult to attract faculty and to keep
them enthusiastic about staying.
Unionized universities are not
seen by all faculty as the solution,
because unions will define the
environment, culture and experience of the campus for these
professionals.
Collective bargaining tends
to build up and then enforce a

KEITH PAKIZ ' THE BG NEWS

strong, adversarial we/they, win/
lose culture. It actually challenges faculty members' liberty,
creativity and individuality, and
the nature of faculty representation in shared governance in
faculty departments and through
the university level. It paints faculty into comers because every
professor has to be treated as an
identical employee rather than a
responsible professional (see the
Feb. 15 edition of The BG News,
p. 4). It also serves to suppress
faculty and staff and student participation in collegial shared governance; ask the faculty members, department secretaries and
student leaders who, respectively,
have been pressured and intimidated by their union brothers
and unionized faculty.
While faculty unions speak
of academic quality and students, their actual purpose
and work is to bargain for more
members (jobs) and for more
for union members (more
money, benefits and power).
In short, for the union at the
bargaining table, employment

transcends education.
Faculty collective bargaining
takes time, energy and resources
away from the faculty and the
University. There is an exponential increase in legal and labor
relations work to be done. Legal
correspondenceandprocedures,
increased grievances and grievance-resolution processes, etc.:
The professional community of
scholars and constituted leaders
are quickly and then constantly
bogged down in them. A new
bureaucracy emerges, and there
remains little time and room
left to be proactive, creative
and responsive to campus
issues, academic quality and
student needs.
This is a far different climate
and way of living and working than we currently enjoy at
BGSU, which is arguably one of
the friendliest and most collegial
places in all of higher education.

k
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Man accused of
brandishing boxcutter found in box

SHREVEPORT.U(AP)
- Shreveport police said a man
accused of brandishing a box-cutter
in an attempted holdup was found
inside a box, in his bedroom closet.
Cpl Bill Goodin. a police spokesman, said a 54-year-old man was
arrested late Tuesday and booked
into the Caddo Parish jail on one
count of attempted armed robbery
He was held in lieu of $250,000
bond.
Goodin said the attempted holdup
occuned Monday evening.
He said police also are investigating
two other holdups Monday in the
same neighborhood, one without
any weapon and one using a gun

Iowa man says
'Samaritan' made
him withdraw cash

Stress claim denied
for Conn, cop
who shot chimp

NJ man tells
police he tossed
baby off bridge

Murtha's immediate successor to be
decided May 18

LA County issues
new guidelines on
armed suspects

DESMOINES.Iowa(AP)-ADes
Moines man who accepted a nde
offered by a motorist told police he
was robbed by the supposed good
Samaritan. Matthew Lee Scott. 25.
said after his vehicle ran out of gasoline on Tuesday a man stopped and
offered to take him to a gas station.

NEW HAVEN. Conn. (AP)-A
Connecticut police officer who shot
and killed a chimpanzee last year
after it mauled a woman has been
denied a claim for workers compensation for post-traumatic stress disorder because state law only applies to
police shootings of people

WOODBRIDGE. N J (AP) - A man
who told police he threw his infant
daughter off a highway bridge into a
New Jersey river has been charged
with kidnapping and attempted
murder.

HARRISBURG. Pa (AP)-The special election to fill the term of the late
US. Rep John Murtha will be held
on Pennsylvania* primary election
day. May 18.

LOS ANGELES (AP)-Faced with
a stung of shootings by deputies,
the Los Angeles County Sheriffs
Department disclosed new guidelines
Wednesday telling officers it's often
better to contain armed suspects and
wait for backup than give chase to
'iem.

According to Scott, after the tank
of car was filled, the man suggested
they ride around in the vehicle.
Shortly thereafter the man reportedly ordered Scott to withdraw $220
from a money machine.
The man tried to get Scott to withdraw even more from a bank. Scott
said he was questioned by a teller at
the second bank and the robber told
him to drive away.

Tuesday was the one-year anniversary of the attack. State Sen Andrew
McDonald introduced legislation
that day that is designed to help the
Stamford officer get workers' compensation coverage. The bill would
change the law to allow such claims
for mental or emotional impairment
when officers are required to use
deadly force on animals that attempt
to injure them.

According to a police report, the
alleged robber jumped from Scott's
car in Urbandale and disappeared
No arrests have been made

The 200-pound chimpanzee named
Travis went beserk after its owner
asked her friend to help lure it back
into her house

Prof charged
in Ala. campus
rampage target
of complaints
By Jay Raavaf
•

The Associated Press

HUNTSVILLE, Ala. — Students
banded together to let administrators know something wasn't
quite right about Professor Amy
Bishop. She taught by reading
straightoutofthetextbook, never
made eye contact and liked to
remind people constantly that
she went to Harvard.
"We could tell something was
off, that she was not like other
teachers," said nursing student Caitlin Phillips, who was
among those who complained
to administrators at least three
times a year ago that the biology professor was unsettling
and ineffective in the classroom.
Some students also signed a
petition against Bishop.
Students said they had no
reason to think she might turn
violent. But after Bishop's arrest
Friday on charges of shooting to
death three colleagues during a
faculty meeting at the University
of Alabama in Huntsville, the
complaints add to the picture
that has emerged of her as a brilliant but erratic figure.
While police have not released
a motive for the shootings, colleagues said the 44-year-old neuroscientist was simmering with
resentment over being denied
tenure last March.
Her court-appointed lawyer,
Roy W. Miller, declined to comment about her defense." It is just
so premature," he said. "I just got
involved."
Since the shooting, other disturbing behavior from Bishop
has come to light.
In 1986, she killed her 18year-old brother with a shotgun
blast in Braintree, Mass., then
demanded a getaway car at
gunpoint from an auto dealer,
authorities said. She claimed the
gun went off accidentally, and'
she was never charged.
Rep. William Delahunt, DMass., the district attorney at
the time, said Wednesday he has
limited memory of the case. He
spoke with The Associated Press
in Israel, where he was traveling.
"I understand I haven't hadareal
opportunity to get into the details
of the case, but I suspect when I
return I'll have an opportunity to

"We could tell
something was off,
that she was not like
other teachers."
Caitlin Phillips | Student
become debriefed," the congressman said.
Bishop and her husband were
also scrutinized in 1993 after
someone sent pipe bombs to a
Harvard professor with whom
she worked. The bombs did
not go off and no one was ever
charged.
In 2002, Bishop was charged
with assault, battery and disorderly conduct after a tirade at the
International House of Pancakes
in Peabody, Mass. Police said
Bishop became incensed when
she found out another mother
had received the restaurant's last
booster seat.
Bishop began shouting profanity and punched the woman
in the head while yelling, "1 am
Dr. Amy Bishop!" according to
the police report. She admitted to the assault in court, and
the charges were dismissed six
months later after she stayed out
of trouble.
Prosecutors asked that she
be required to participate in an
anger management program,
but the judge did not go along
with the request.
Bishop's husband, lames
Anderson, said in an interview
Wednesday that "the whole incident was just stupid." Asked if he
was referring to his wife's action,
he said: "Everything."
"It was way overblown," he
said. "Someone trying to make
something out of nothing."
He also defended his wife's
teaching, saying the "vast majority" of students were happy with
her. He said his wife taught
what was regarded by nursing
students as the "cut course" —
they would either go on toward
a degree or quit the program
based on how they did in her
class.
"If they didn't make it through,
they didn't make it," he said.
"So it's natural for some to be
unhappy."

843 Sixth St.
801 Fifth St.
803 Fifth St.

Police using boats, dogs and a
helicopter scoured the area beneath
the Garden State Parkway's Driscoll
Bridge Wednesday searching for 5month-cld Zara Malani lin Abdur
Authorities say the girls father. 21year-old Shamsiddin Abdur-Ra>ieem
of Galloway Township, pulled her
from the arms of her grandmother
Tuesday in East Orange
The child's mother. Venetta Benjamin,
had sought a restraining order
against him. but her lawyei said the
baby was snatched before the order
was served

Gov. Ed Rendell made the announcement Wednesday Rendell had 10
days after Murtha's death to make
the announcement, and was required
to set the date at least 60 days away
That means there will be two elections involving Pennsylvania's 12th
congressional district on primary day.
One will decide the Republican
and Democratic nominees to run in
the general election in November
The other will fill the remainder of
Murtha's term, which ends in January

Steve Whitmore. a spokesman for
Sheriff Lee Baca. believe^ H
, in the nation.
"The sheriff saw a need for the department to re-examine how it handles
deputy-involved slwotings. he said,
noting there were 16 fatal shootings
by deputies last year compared to
.'008
The new guidelines are detailed in a
50-page booklet compiled by a panel
- /ened by Baca
in September to study procedures
involving foot pursuit, by the nation's
largest sheriff s department.

Report about Marine base's tap water
omitted dangerous cancer chemical
High levels of Benzene discovered as part of broader, ongoing investigation into contamination
By Kevin Maurar
The Associated Press

from fuel tanks at the base
on the North Carolina coast,
according to recently disWILMINGTON, N.C. — An closed studies.
For years, Marines who
environmental contractor
dramatically underreported served at Camp Lejeune have
the level of a cancer-causing blamed their families' canchemical found in tap water cers and other ailments on tup
at Camp Lejcune, then omit- water tainted by dry clean
ted it altogether as the Marine ing solvents, and many accuse
base prepared for a federal the military of covering it up.
health review, an Associated The benzene was discovered
as part of a broader, ongoing
Press review has found.
The Marine Corps had been probe into that contaminawarned nearly a decade ear- tion.
When water was sampled
lier about the dangerously
high levels of benzene, which in |uly 1984. scientists found
was traced to massive leaks benzene in a well near the

base's lladnol Point Fuel
Farm at levels of 380 part'- per
billion, according to a water
tests done by a contractor. A
year later, in a report summarizing the 1984 sampling.
the same contractor pointed
out the benzene concentration "far exceeds" the safet]
limit set by federal regulators
at 5 parts per billion.
The Marines were still
studying the water contain
ination in 1991 when another contractor again warned
the Navy of the health hazards posed by such levels of
benzene.

Bj
1992. the federal
Vgenc) for [bxic Substances
and Disease, an arm of the
Department of Health and
Human Services, showed up
at the base to begin a health
risk assessment. I hat's when a
third contractor, the Michael
Baker Corp., released a draft
report on the feasibility of fixing the overall problem.
In it, the 1984 level on the
well of 381) parts per billion
bad changed to 38 parts per
billion. The company's final
repoH on the well, issued in
1994, made 1111 mention of the
benzene.
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Slow start dooms Falcons
Despite Thomas' return
BG falls to Buffalo
FOOTBALL
Hiller to receive
Wuerffell Trophy
Western Michigan quarterback Tim Hiller will receive
the Wuerffel Trophy which is
given for Humanitarianism.

ONLINE
Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook
The BG News sports section
has a Facebook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports"
to become a fan and receive
instant BG sports news.
www.facebook.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed Be sure

By Stan Shapiro
Sports Editor

Rodney Pierce had a team-high
18 points for Buffalo as they
took down Bowling Green, 6451, Wednesday night.
For BG it was another loss
that could be blamed on a lackluster first half and poor shooting, particularly from 3-point
range.
"Everybody is playing for
something. The team that
gets after it and has a sense of
urgency is going to have the
advantage," BG coach Louis Orr
said. "I think we came out on
our heels, and Buffalo was the
aggressors."
BG shot a dismal l-for-9 from
3-point range, while Buffalo was
clicking on all cylinders, converting on 10-for-25 attempts
from the same distance.
The Bulls went on a 9-0 run
halfway through the first half,
pushing their lead to 25-15 with
6:32 left in the stanza.
Buffalo continued to control
the game through the rest of
the first half, leading 35-20 at
the end of the half.
"At the end of the day, our first
hall set the tone for the game.
We were on our heels, and you
can't play that way," Orr said.
The Falcons controlled the
momentum early in the second
half, stringing together a 14-2
run to pull within three points,
37-34.
Unfortunately for BG, their
strong play only lasted for the
opening minutes of the half, as
tin to
HI
Buffalo went on a 14-4 run

"Everybody is playing
for something. The
team that gets after
it and has a sense of
urgency is going to
have the advantage."
.ouis Orr | BG coach
regain their lead and control of
the game.
If there was any positive that
could be taken from the loss, it
was the fact that Scott Thomas
played despite suffering a toe
injury in Sunday's win over
Miami.
"He's really grown up and
turned into our leader," Orr
said.
Thomas had a game-high 21
points, grabbed four rebounds
and four steals in the loss.
Pierce and Sean Smiley were
consistent from 3-point land
for the second time against
BG this season. The last time
the two teams played, Smiley
hit a game winning 3-pointer
as time expired in Anderson
Arena.
"For the second time this season Sean Smiley really hurt us,
and Pierce, he's their leader out
there," Orr said.
The Bulls improved to 15-9,
8-5 Mid-American Conference
while the Falcons dropped to
13-12,6-7 MAC. puttingthem in
danger of traveling during the
first round of the conference
itiuiiicimciii.
tournament.

BACK IN ACTION: Scon Thomas returned .._.....,_.,
from injury to score a game-high
— ... 21 points in BG's loss to Buffalo.
a
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to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates
www.twiner.com/bqnewssports

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1960—Eighth Winter
Olympics open in Squaw
Valley. California.
1909-Boston Red Sox
trade Cy Young, at 41, to
Cleveland Naps.

The List
The Falcons fell to Buffalo
on Wednesday night. 64-51.
Today we took at the top
stars from the Bulls win,
which pulled them within
two games of first place Kent
State
1. Pierce: Rodney Pierce
had a team-high 18 points for

First half continuing to prove to be
house of horrors for men's basketball
By Paul Barney
Assistant Sports Editor

It's been a tale of two halves for
the BG men's basketball team
this season.
Getting off to slow starts has
been a trap the Falcons have constantly fallen into, but their ability to finish games strong is really
what has kept them afloat in the
Mid-American Conference race.
"We have made strides, especially at closing games out," coach
Louis Orr said. "I think that's been
as important to us as anything."
Entering last night's game with
Buffalo, BG's second-half offense
has consistently surpassed its
first half scoring in its previous
11 games.
Trailing by 11 points at the
half in a game against Northern

Illinois oni Feb. 10, the Falcons
Falcons |^^^™'SSHar9,^^^"^«^ H W T^jl
■■—*■' M.( '
^1 "_—»H
outscored the Huskies 15-6 in the r
first four minutes of the second
half, only to win 73-69.
Against Miami on Sunday, BG
found itself trailing by six at the
half.
But again, that didn't stop the
Falcons, as they strung together
a 14-0 run to start the second half
to muster a 73-69 win.
BG had a similar start against
Buffalo Wednesday night, and
could never make the comeback
in a 64-51 loss.
A big part of the Falcons' success in the game's final 20 minutes has been sophomore Scott
Thomas who in BG wins against
Ohio and Eastern Michigan earlier this season, led the team to
See HALF | Page 7

RYANPIROG I 1IIEB6NEV.S
SLICE: Dee Brown drives through the hole in BG's lust loss to Buffalo this season.

Buffalo. Pierce also dished out
six assists in the win.
2. Thomas: Despite suffering a toe injury against
Miami, Scott Thomas continued to lead the Falcons
in scoring as he dropped a
game-high 21 points, however
he couldn't lead his team to
the win.
3. Smiley: Sean Smiley
continued his strong play
against BG scoring 14 points
to help his team to their
eighth MAC win. Smiley also
hit the game-winning shot
as time expired against BG
earlier this season.

4. Bodreau: Max
Bodreau was the third Bull to
score in double-digits, adding
12 points.
5. Polk: Otis Polk had a
strong game despite the loss.
;■

posunc^iojrfiltKJouble with
11 DoSSSnrlTlbounds.

Powe and Williams close to return for Cavs
INDEPENDENCE, Ohio (AP) —
Even if they fail to make a trade
before Thursday's deadline, the
Cleveland Cavaliers have reinforcements on the way.
Forward Leon Powe, signed
during the offseason from
Boston, could make his debut
Thursday against Denver following summer knee surgery.
Mo Williams may need a little
more time, but isn't far behind,
and Delonte West is finding his
rhythm after returning to the
lineup in the final game before
the All-Star break.
While the Cavaliers continue
to be linked to Phoenix's Amare
Stoudemire and Washington's
Antawn Jamison as possible
trade targets, they're assured of
getting Iwck a former All-Star
point guard in Williams and a
gritty defender in Powe in the
coming days.
"1 had to go in the shop for a lot
of months," Powe said. "I know
how hard I worked and I knew
the ha'id work was going to pay
off sooner or later. Hopefully it's

about that time."
Powe may not be an elite scoring option at powerforward like
Stoudemire or lamison, but his
defensive mindset should fit in
well with Cavaliers coach Mike
Brown. Powe was credited with
supplying interior toughness
during the Celtics' championship run in 2008 before tearing his ACL during the playoffs
last season. Boston chose not
to re-sign him. In Cleveland,
he will join Anderson Varejao
and starter JJ. Hickson to give
the Cavaliers a deep set of forwards.
That is, if Hickson is still on
the roster by Thursday's tip-off
against Denver.
Hickson, a second-year forward, has blossomed starting
between Shaquille O'Neal and
LeBron lames. He could be
included in Cleveland's offer to
Phoenix for Stoudemire.
Stoudemire's agent, Happy
Walters, said he expects the AllStar to be traded by Thursday's
deadline, with Cleveland and

"I had to go in the shop for a lot of months. I
know how hard I worked and I knew the hard
work was going to pay off sooner or later.
Hopefully it's about that time."
Leon Powe I Cleveland forward

Miami the most likely destinations. Walters and the Suns
have exchanged figures on an
extension, since Stoudemire can
become a free agent after the
season.
Phoenix failed to win with
Stoudemire and O'Neal playing
next to each ot her a nd Steve Nash
running the offense. Should the
Cavaliers obtain Stoudemire, he
would be joined in Cleveland
by O'Neal, lames and another
former All-Star point guard in
Williams.
Williamshasmisscdthelast 11
games wjth a sprained left shoulder, but it has hardly slowed the
Cavs (43-11). who have the best
record in the league. Cleveland

is riding a 13-game winning
streak and can set a franchise
record for consecutive wins with
a victory over the Nuggets on
Thursday.
Williams has been shooting
around pregame for the last
couple of weeks and participated in his first full practice on
Wednesday, but tweeted after
practice that he doesn't expect
to play against the Nuggets.
"Didn't have a good practice
today," Williams tweeted. "A lil
rusty. Gone (sic) take me a few
days."
Powealso practiced, but hasn't
been cleared by the team's training staff. He was hopeful that
could come Thursday.

Goins sets
example for
fellow Falcons

To anyone who knows me, it
should come as little surprise
that I myself am a jock at heart.
1 just lack the athletic ability
to be much more than a role
player on intramural teams,
just as I recognize that I'm not
a superstar athlete, 1 realize
that I am not a philosopher,
but merely a student with an
opinion.
Nevertheless, I've learned a
lot from a couple Falcon basketball players and hope to
point out the lessons we can
all learn from their off court
decisions.
Less than two weeks ago,
junior guard Darion Goins
decided to leave the men's basketball program. Goins, you
may remember, sat out all of
last season after transferring
from San lose State. He made
the decision to leave the team
and focus on academics.
We could all learn a lot from
Goins. As fans, we often forget
that the athletes we cheer for at
the University are students too.
With the occasional exception,
every student at the University
is here for an education, even
athletes like Goins.
My point is, Goins was not
even on a scholarship this season but had played in 13 games
for the Falcon hoops team. He
was averaging seven minutes
per game but finally decided
that the financial investment
he was putting in would be best
used to focus on his academics.
Even if you weren't familiar
with Goins, you've probably
stjll heard the story of freshman
forward Danny McElroy who
was recently in trouble for possession of marijuana. McElroy
went on to play four minutes in
See GOINS | Page 7
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Lewis released by the Browns
BEREA,Ohio (AP)—Jamal Lewis was still suffering from headwas released by the Cleveland aches and blurred vision as a
Browns on Wednesday, but result of the concussion, which
hasn't given up hope of playing he sustained in the opener
again in the NFL.
against Minnesota. Frankel
Lewis was let go with one year said he wasn't sure if Lewis was
remaining on his contract. His still having the problems and
season ended on Dec. 2 when he- Lewis did not address them in
was placed on injured reserve a prepared statement, although
with post-concussion symp- he did thank Browns fans and
toms, but he doesn't want his owner Randy Lerner.
career to end with an injury.
"I plan to evaluate my future
First, he must be cleared to and have not made a final deterreturn.
mination on whether I will be
"If lamal wants to play and he's playing football next season," he
cleared to play, I think he's got a said.
lot of football he can bring to the
Lewis tried playing through
table to help an organization," the symptoms for three months
Lewis' agent, Mitch Frankcl said. before finally getting examined.
"He can be a significant contrib- He carried 143 times last year
utor to the right organization. for 500 yards and has rushed for
Jerome Bettis and some other 10,067 yards in his career.
guys at the end of their careers
Lewis was one of the most
took on a different role, and I outspoken veterans against firstthink lamal can do that."
year coach Eric Mangini. He was
Lewis, 30, said after the critical of Mangini's practice
Browns' season finale that he habits and felt the coach was

made a final determination on whether I will
be playing football next season."
Jamal Brown | Former
working the players too hard.
Halfway through last season.
l.ewis said he would retire.
Now he wants to join a contender if his body will let him.
"Jamal went to the Browns
with the hope he'd be successful and go to the playoffs and
beyond," Frankel said. "At this
stage in his career, I think he
would want to play for a team
that has a chance to compete
and get back to the Super Bowl
like he did in 2000, That's not to
say Cleveland can't do that, but
it would appear there are other
teams out there that, as of today,
look a lot stronger."
Lewis' release leaves Jerome

Harrison as Cleveland's apparent starter. Harrison rushed for
862 yards last season, but ended
with a flurry. He rushed for 561
yards and five touchdowns over
the final three games — all wins
—as Cleveland closed the season
by winning its final four.
"I enjoyed getting to know
Jamal and having the opportunity to coach him last season,"
Browns coach Eric Mangini
said in a statement. "We want
to thank him for his contributions to the Cleveland Browns
and wish him nothing but the
best moving forward. I'm sure
he will be successful in whatever
he decides to pursue."
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Browns running back

by as many as 27, 43-16, on
Bowdry'9 layup with 15:38
remaining.
Carlos Medlock had 11
points and Jay Higgins dished
out seven assists for Eastern
Michigan, which tallied 18
assists and just six turnovers.
The Eagles were 13 of 19
from the free throw line (68.4
percent), while Toledo made
just six trips to the charity
stripe, connecting on four.
Ian Salter was the only player in double figures for the
Rockets (3-24, 0-13), scoring
10 points.

needed it. because without it,
they wouldn't be in a position
to host a first-round game at
From Page 6
Anderson Arena in the MAC
a pair comeback wins with a Tournament.
combined 31 points in the sec"We've had some good starts
to some second halves that has
ond half.
In the Falcons' win against really got us back into games
Northern Illinois, Thomas or got us back to a point where
scored 17 of his game-high 26 we had a chance to win," Orr
points in the second half.
said. "1 think we've grown in
That wasn't the first time that area. Offensively, I think
Thomas had a 17-point effort we've improved our offensive
in the second half of a game efficiency."
this season, as he also scored
With the MAC Tournament
17 second half points at Eastern about three weeks away, and
Michigan on Jan. 27, when BG BG needing to stay in spots
overcame a 13-point first-half five through eight in the condeficit to defeat the Eagles 64- ference if they want a chance
61.
at hosting a first-round playoff
Orr doesn't know what it is game, now is the time to start
about the beginning of games putting together a complete
that has his team on the short game.
As good as the Falcons have
end, but credits the second
half success to their sense of been this season in the second
half, imagine what they could
urgency.
And quite frankly, they do if they put it all together.

4
2

"I plan to evaluate my future and have not

Toledo falls to Eastern Michigan
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) —
Brandon Bowdry scored 20
points and Eastern Michigan
defeated Toledo 58-42 on
Wednesday night.
The Eagles (14-12, 5-7 MidAmerican Conference) shot 40
percent (10 of 25) and held the
Rockets to 25 percent shooting (5 of 20) to build a 31-12
lead at halftime.
The Rockets would score
the first basket of the second
half on a layup by Malcom
Griffin, but wouldn't pull any
closer in their 17th straight
loss. Eastern Michigan led
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE

HE
night could very well have
cost McElroy something
he worked his entire life to
From Page 6
achieve.
Don't get me wrong, there's
BG's loss to Central Michigan
the next day, as coach Louis more to life than basketball.
Orr and the athletic depart- However, like every other
ment were unaware of the member of the Falcon basketball team, I'm sure Goins and
incident at the time.
Although McElroy seems to McElroy love to play the game
have been at the wrong place of basketball.
The game of basketball proat the wrong time, the fact
is, he acted irresponsibly and vided them the opportunity
was a passenger in a car that to further their education,
possessed 6.57 grams of mari- travel across the country and
meet new people.
juana.
1 wish both Goins and
We've all had that occasional lapse in judgment and McElroy the best in the future,
the most important thing is and I'm glad to see that each
to learn from our mistakes. player appears to have their
While we may not be on an lives under control.
But I also hope that we can
athletic scholarship, hopefully we can all learn from all learn from the experiences
McElroy's experience. One of our fellow Falcons.

GOINS
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GAME-WINNER: Sean Smiley hits a game-winning shot over BG earlier this season.

BOWLING GREEN (13-12)
Thomas 8-14 4-621, Marschall 2-3 0-1 4, Polk 4-10 3-5 11. Jakubowski
2-5 0-0 4, Brawn 3-7 1-2 7, Crawford 1-4 0-0 2, Erger 0-0 0-0 0, McElrov
1-1 0-02, Larson 0-10-0 0.Totals21-45 8-14 51.
BUFFALO (15-9)
Wan 1-2 0-0 2, Bens 2-5 0-0 4. Robinson 2-5 0-0 4, Pierce 7-14 0-0
18, Boyer 2-5 0-0 6, Smiley 5-9 0-0 14, Alston 0-0 2-6 2, Laleye 1-10-0 2,
Boudreau 3-4 6-612. Totals 23-45 8-12 64.
Halftime_Buffalo 35-20.3-Point Goals.Bowling Green 1-9 (Thomas
1-4, Jakubowski 0-1, Crawford 0-1, Brown 0-3), Buffalo 10-25 (Smiley
4-8, Pierce 4-10. Boyer 2-4, Betts 0-3). Fouled Oul.Thomas. Rebounds.
Bowling Green 27 (Polk 11). Buffalo 26 (Betts, Watt 5). Assists.Bowling
Green 8 (Brown, Jakubowski 4), Buffalo 15 (Pierce 6). Total Fouls.
Bowling Green 15, Buffalo 12. AJ.521.
Newer Construction
Two Story duplexes
3 Bedrooms 2 Baths
On site Laundry
3 Unrelated Tenants
9.5 & 12 Month Leases
Ceramic Tile
$760/mo 3 people+253/mo

Did you Know?
All 35 graduates in the first BGSU
graduating class (1915), had the
same major, elementary education.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

• SPACIOUS APARTMENTS
• EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES

(419)535-5800
www.meccabg.com

CA
Management Inc.

Going *asx

"Home away from Home"
FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2010-2011

11
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by our office &
pick up the

FALCONS vs. Notre

/

FBIDAY, FEBRUARY 19 - 7:08pm
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20 - BHK1
B6SU ICE A1ENA
The BGSU leers continue their season-ending flurry of home games by
hosting the Fighting Irish in a CCHA weekend series...be therel

w

877 BGSU TICKET I BGSUfALCBNS.C8M

BGSU STUDENTS FHEE
WITH STUDENT I.D.

8LL ALONG!

• We have Efficiencies. I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
• In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!
319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling (ireen, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday • 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday • 8:30 to 5:00
wwwJohnnewloverealestate.com
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OLYMPICS

8Thurafay.Felnuaiyl8.2010

Top 10 Olympic moments
After six days of action we take a look at the top
story lines from the 21st Olympiad in Vancouver

WWW8GVIEWS.COM

2010 Olympic
Medal Standings

Canada finally winsgjifli], in their prior two experiences hosting the
Olympics Canadians were never able to celebrate a gold medal. That
drought ended with Alexandre Bilodeau's gold medal in moguls.
Georgian luger passes away, before the game's first competition
tragedy struck as Nodar Kumariashvili was killed in a practice run
after slamming into a pole, leading to new precautions in the sport.
Spillane wins effing? in Nordic combined, for the first time in the
86-year history of the winter games the United States won a medal in
Nordic combined as Johnny Spillane finished second.
Wescott defends title, the 2006 Olympic gold medalist in snowboard cross at Torino. Seth Wescott won gdnl for the second time
while fellow American Nate Holland finished just off the podium.
White owns halfpipe again, like Wescott, fellow American Shaun
White defended his Olympic gold medal from 2006 in the halfpipe.

Weather causing problems, one of the biggest problems facing the
2010 Olympics has been the weather. First there was lack of snow and
then extreme conditions have forced multiple events to be postponed.
Ohno sets medal record, with hisdfeQPEEdkfl in the 1,500 meters,
American short track speed skater Apollo Anton Ohno became the
most decorated speed skater in American history with six medals.
Canada lights two cauldrons, due to the fact the opening ceremonies were held indoors, another Olympic flame was lit to uphold the
tradition of being able to see the flame from anywhere in the host city.
Russian dynasty ends, with QifllEfsXSlBSbaBaiii] LSail^b®
ME® winning the figure skating pairs title, they ended a strangle hold
Russian skaters had on the gold medal since 1964.
Hockey blowouts, the United States and Canada have been dominating the women's hockey tournament. The US recently beat Russia
13-0 while Canada destroyed Slovakia by an Olympic record 18-0.

APPLY TODAY BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE

4i9.353.5100-706 NAPOLEON ROAD-TEXT
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The viewers guide to ■
tonight's NBC prime
time coverage
Compiled by Becky tener
Umpi:

• Americans
Johnny Weir and
Evan Lysecek
take to the ice in
the men's figure
skating finals.
See who wins
gold.
* See if the
American
women's
snowboarding
team can sweep
the medals in the
halfpipe, led by
'06 gold medalist
Hannah Teter
and '02 gold
medalist Kelly
Clark.

• Watch
American
Lindsey Vonn
ski for qold in
more downhill
competition

WORLD
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Haiti lawyer said 8 of 10
missionaries to be freed
By Frank Bajak
The Associated Press
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP)
— A Haitian judge said some of
the 10 U.S. missionaries arrested
on charges of child kidnapping
would be released Wednesday,
nearly three weeksarterthey were
caught trying to take a group of
children out of the quake-stricken country.
ludge Bernard Saint-Vil would
not specify how many people
would be released, but said
they would be allowed to return
home without posting bail if they
agreed to return to Haiti for any
more questions in the pending
investigation.
Saint-Vil, who had not yet
issued a formal ruling, said he
would await the prosecutor's
opinion before announcing the
names of those to be released.
"We expected that," said

Classified
Ads

419-372-6977
Thr Bt. News will not knowingly
I BfH
advertisements that illKitminate,
age disi r i in:. ..iiinii agilriM any iiKih uli i.l .it
group on the batit of race. sex. color, creed,
religion, national origin, MMM.I] (irlenmtitm.
disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis
of any other legally piotetied Mams.
The BCi News reserves the right to decline,
discontinue ot revise any advertKeuient
such as those found in he defamatory, lacking in factual basis, misleading or false In
nature. All advertisements are subject In
editing and approval.

"The lawyers

Gary I.issade, the attorney
for American |im Allen. It was
unclear what would happen to
any of the Americans the judge
decides to hold.
Earlier Wednesday, one of the
Americans, who is diabetic, was
taken to a field hospital. Charisa
Coulter of Boise, Idaho, briefly
received treatment but was then
taken back to jail. Neither her condition nor reason for the treatment
was not immediately known.
And a lawyer for nine of the
defendants, Aviol ITcurant, complained that Haitian police
were restricting his visits to the
Americans. "The lawyers arc only
being allowed in for three or five
minutes," he said.
The
missionaries,
most
from two Baptist churches in
Idaho, are accused of trying to
take 33 Haitian children to the
Dominican Republic on Ian. 29
without proper documents.

They say they were on a
humanitarian mission to rescue child quake victims by taking them to a hastily prepared
orphanage in the Dominican
Republic and have denied accusations of trafficking.
Group leader Laura Silsby
originally said they were taking
only orphaned and abandoned
children, but reporters found
that several of the children were
handed over to the group — willingly —by their parents, who said
the hoped the Baptists would give
them a better life.

Help Wanted

For Rent

are only being
allowed in for three

Premier Yoga Studio and
World Dance Classes at
RADIANCE studio, downtown BG.
Ballet, Salsa,African, dance classes.
Yoga tor all ages and experiences.
www.laurashakti.com
or call 419-217-6690.
Classes begin Feb 22, register nowl
WANTED: KARAOKE SINGERS!
MUST BE ABLE TO HAVE FUN!
Apply in person every Thursday
after power hour!
Campus Quarters Sports Bar

Help Wanted
SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE!
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS Children's sleep-away camp.
Northeast Pennsylvania. 6/19-8/15.
If you love children and want a
caring, tun environment we need
Counselors tor: Tennis. Swimming.
Golt, Gymnastics, Cheerleading.
Drama, High & Low Ropes. Team
Sports, Waterskiing. Sailing, Painting/Drawing, Ceramics, Silkscreen,
Printmaking, Batik, Jewelry, Calligraphy, Photography. Sculpture, Guitar,
Aerobics. Selt-Delense, Video.
Piano. Other. Administrative,
CDL Driver, Nurses (RN's & Nursing
Students), Bookkeeper, Nanny.
On campus interviews February 24
Select The Camp
Thai Selects The Best Staff!
Call 215-944-3069 or apply at:
www.campwaynegiris.cofti

3 BR apts, recently updated!
619 High St. BG. Available May
Small pets OK, call 419-308-3525
3 BR house, 404 S College.
$600/mo plus util
Available Aug, call 419-352-4850
3 BR townhouses, lease for2010s/y,
Scott Hamilton St. 4th St & 5th St
Clean and well maintained
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
3BR. each w/ private full bath,
close to campus. $950/mo
Call 419-708-9981

SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS!
Want men willing to learn to work on
wood floors including gym floors.
Starts when school is out for summer
to middle of Aug. Work consists ot
operating equipment, including floor
butters and floor sanding machines.
Also measuring, laying out & painting
game lines, art work & applying gym
floor finish. We thoroughly train you
in all phases of work. Job pays S8/hr
w/ approx 40-50 hrs per week, flex
hours Must be punctual, reliable and
willing to accept responsibility.
Contact Joe Koch at 419-340-6270
or fax resume to 419-825-1714.

Apt for sub-lease, downtown BG.
S500/mo, no new deposit
Call 419-508-3096.
House tor Rent: 225 Palmer Ave,
3BR, 1 bath
Call 419-353-5078
Look for more listings on the
BG News website housing directory.
www.bgviews.com

?<

NEW REDUCED RENT
HOUSESI HOUSES! HOUSESI
May Lease 2010-2011
133 1/2 S College - 3br 2 ba S950/m.
824 5th SI - 4 br 2 ba S1000/mo,
4 people allowed.
August Lease 2010-2011
227 S. College - 3 br 1 ba $950/mo,
402 S College - 3 br 1 ba $825/mo,
FROBOSE RENTALS
500 Lehman Ave. 419-352-6064
www.lroboserentals.com
Housing Directory www.bgviews.com

oo

THE HEAT

Tormina
Centerg

904 E. Wooster 1419-352-3588
5 beds. 1 booth • closest to campus

Cjdtbrat'ma, Our
3(5"" /Inniversaruf

THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main 1419-354-1559
17 lads, 2 booths * no appt. needed
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40% OFF
EVERYDAY

119 Clay St. - $695
730 Elm St. - $595
316 Ridge St. - $595
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ACROSS
_ St Ives: Cornwall museum
Drift
Caught on video
'First family member
Muppet who testified before
Congress
Spry
'Old street corner singer
Director De Mille
Keys
'Arthur in a dress
Orkan sign-off word
Express gratitude to
'Receptacle for choice slips
Publisher often seen in PJs
Park, in NYC
Cpl.'s superior
Valuable rock
Mine entrance
Cover letter letters
Diamond stat
Demonstrate effectiveness, and
a literal hint to the puzzle theme
found in the answers to starred
clues

Also try our authentic
European Gooda

42
43
44
47
50
52
54
55
58
60
61
62

"
"

Farm dweller
Musical ability
D.C. fundraisers
'Bnt. award
Summa __ laude
Eastern principle
"Murder. __ Wrote"
'Danseur noble's partner
Eucharist plate
Culinary author Rombauer
63-Across hdg.
'Ball honorees

ANSWERS

63 Besiege
65
67
68
69
70

'Southwestern horseman
Musher's wear
Abbr. that shortens text
Gossip columnist Cassmi
Extra large?

71 Con
72 Three-part nos.

Exclusive
selection of
European
wine!

• German1 Coffee
• Swiss Chocolates
• V;iriciy ol fruil juice
vegetable spreads
.Mid more!
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fASLADA BISTRO

MI

Eurnpcun Dining Bxperltmce

Europe without ever having to leave Bowlin

182s Mini

SIIW.1

BmvlingCm m.OI

www.na5ladahistro.com

CARRY OUT ONLY

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

LG 2 BR modern townhouse,
spiral staircase, vaulted ceilings,
new kitchen & bath, garage. A/C.
S650/mo, call 419-352-1104.

3BR house, avail 8/15/10.
3BR apt » util. avail 8/15/10,
3BR house ♦ util, avail 5/15/10,
3 room eflic incl util. avail NOW.
1 rm studio apt incl util. avail 7/15/10
2BR apt -futil. avail 8/15/10

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2. M-F.
www bgapartmenls.com

BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2BR Apts Avail May or August.
S490/S50O ♦ util, 12 mo lease
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917

Call 419-601-3225 or 352-4773
www meccabg com
Mecca Management, Inc
419-353-5800

Management 1

rs

OPEN LATE

BpSeaj^Brnl'Bff
419-906-4729

Days Inn

BUY TWO
BURRITOS
GET ONE
FREE!

•WE DELIVER*

- Burrito Idol Winners Megan Choszceyk
Tyler Donahue
WWW.SPtEDYBURRITOS COM

• Rooms equipped with
fridge, microwave &

I

425 E. WOOSTER • BEHIND THE NEW DOMINO'S

stove
• King or two double beds
• Free cable TV
• Free local & long

[Spring Break Special]

distance calls
• Hair dryer and

Mirage,,

coffee maker available
in room

2 Gyros

| $5.00 OFF j

• Free continental breakfast
• Bob Evans & Fricker in

"$J.99!

Haircuts
Manicures
l,p ] 16 10

IhumJip only, must pnvtit coupon with pmitep!

| $10.00 OFF!

SOUTH
SIDE

walking distance
Right Across from BGSU'

$39.95/daily
$180/week
Bring ad and save another ICPo
p: 419-352-1520
f: 419-354-3182

419.352.8639-737 S. Main St
www.southside6.com
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Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com
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16
17
19
20
21
23
24
25
27
28
30
31
32
34
36
38

1 "Bewitched" role
2 Hangdog
3 Lie
4 Actress Barkin
5 Ruby and others
6 65-Across's "Bravo!"
7 Microscopic organism
8 Provencal cuisine delicacies
9 Middle x
10 One taking a little off the
top?
11 Street going downhill?
12 Emma's "Sense and
45 Root for
Sensibility" role
46 Radar guns, e.g.
13 Ritzy
47 San Luis . California]
18 Aleutian island
48 Bill for shots
22 Course with x's
49 Author Leonard
25 Inclination
51 Chops finely
26 Other, in Spain
53 European auto
29 Risky undertaking
56 Carefree diversions
33 Drink from a bag
57 Bard's "below"
35 Fidel's friend
59" forgiven'"
37 Fmsteraarhorn, e.g.
62 Lip soother
39 Start of many a story 64 West who said "To err
40 "Do I dare to
is human, but it feels
peach?": Eliot
divine"
41 Near-exhaustion
66 Repeated nursery
metaphor
rhyme opener
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S0UTH8IDE LAUWDROmT
993 S. Main 1419-353-8826
5 beds, 2 booths• appt. available

And the

FREE HEA'
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Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!
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On selected floor plans
•
•
•
•
•

'
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martenrentals.com
Click on listings, then call
419-352-3445. hours are 9-9.

2 rooms lor rent in house, utils incl.
Furn. rooms w/ TV, W/D, clean S
quiet. S250/mo Larry -419-354-6117

1 WEEK FREE]

From Only $504!

5BR. 3 bath home on Wooster St.
Available May.
Call 419-352-1104.

2 BR duplex, private parking & patio
836 Scott Hamilton. Clean & quiet
Avail 5/1/10 $560/mo + util.
Call 419-352-1104

NEW CUSTOMERS
1-2 Bedroom Apartments

426 E Wooster. large 1 BR apt
Avail Fall 2010. S475/mo, utils incl
Call 419-352-5882

12 month leases starting May 2010
.122 N. Enterprise - 1BR. $390/mo.
849 Sixth- 1BR, $325/mo
322 E. Court- IBRapl.
S440/mo includes all util.
234 N. Enterprise - 2BR, $580/mo
420 S. College - 3BR, 1ba. S690/mo
837 3rd SI - 3BR. 2ba, $855/mo.
847 2nd - 3BR, 2ba. $915/mo.
Call for August available rentals
www.BGApartment8.com
Smith Apt. Rentals • 419-352-8917

213 W. Evers, 3BR, 2 bath-S760/mo,
235 Buttonwood, 4BR. 2 ba-$950/mo
Near downtown, 3 BR carriage
house w/1 5 baths -$B50/mo.
330 Liberty, 4BR, 2 bath- SlOOO/mo
Call 419-356-5437.

1

1'

b

4

424 E. Wooster, Lg 3 BR apt, great
location, avail Fall 2010. S950/mo.
ulils incl. Call 419-352-5882

1 & 2 BR apts, close to campus,
available NOW. May & August
Call 419-708-9981

2010-2011, 1 S2BR, May or Aug
1 & 2 BR avail now, short S long
term. For more into call 354-9740
or conlact: ghoverson@woh.rr com

1

47

"10-11 sy. leases/apts, houses, effs
930 E Woosfer avail Again 6 bdrm.
Cartyrenlals com 353-0325 9a-9p.

Services Offered

1

11

Aviol Fleurant | Lawyer

Play Sports' Have Fun! Save Money!
Maine camp needs counselors for
all land, adventure & water sports.
Great summer! 888-844-8080, apply:
campcedarcom

"'Avail now 1 & 2 apts.
Eff low as $275
Cartyrentals com 353-0325 9a-9p

1

or five minutes."

2BR apts, 4th St, pels OK, reduced
price, $490/mo +gas/elec, water incl.
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456

ASLADA BISTRO

brought to you toy l *

12

'BARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

For Rent
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Before a University production premieres, all the lights from
the previous show must he taken down and replaced with
the right lights for the latest show. The light hangs are done
by students in the theater department, as well as the lighting
and sound design class.
Wednesday morning was the light hang for the upcoming
play "Almost, Maine". The show will take place in the Joe B.
Brown theater at 8 p.m. on Feb. 25-27 and at 2 p.m. on the
27-28.
For tickets and more information on show performances,
contact the Box Office at 419-372-2719.

TOP LEFT: Senior Elizabeth longacre and Junior Nicole Floyd set up lights on the ground row of the Joe E. Brown Theater. The lights
placed by Longacre and Floyd will light the backdrop and scenery (or the production.
TOP RIGHT: Senior Jordan Jones reaches up to hand a cable to freshmen Anna Lulis and Corey Wells The cable will assist Lulis and
Wells m hanging lights that sit above the audience.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Sophomore Michelle Morris is handed a light from junior Sarah leidheiser
BOTTOM LEFT: Steve Boone. an Assistant Professor in the theatre and film department, looks over the light plot for the theater with
seniors Jordan Jones and Devon King.

The

Office

Take care of others
in a career that takes
care of you.

quote of the day...

" Darryl thinks he's such a man because he works in a warehouse.
Well big deal. I worked in a warehouse. Men's Warehouse. I was
a greeter. I'd like to see Darryl greet people. Probably make them
feel like wimps. Not me, I- 'Hello. I'm Michael. Welcome to Men's
Warehouse. We have a special on khaki pants today.' That is just
one example." - Michael Scott

GREAT EARNING POTENTIAL
FLEXIBLE HOURS
VALUABLE SALES EXPERIENCE

STUDENTS MUST HAVE
Excellent communication skills
Be highly motivated
Have own transportation
The position runs through
Spring Semester.
Applications must be
turned in no later than
February 22nd!
FOR MORE INFORMATION

contact: Tonya Whitman
at 372-0430 or
rwhitma@bgsu.edu

GREAT EXPERIENCE • GREAT PAY

Earn an Accelerated Bachelor's Degree
in Nursing in just 15 months.
By 2020, America will need up to a million more nurses.
That means nursing offers the nation's highest job growth. If you hold a
bachelors degree in any field, you can earn a bachelor's in nursing in just over a year
through the MedCentral College of Nursing. We offer direct admission to our program,
financial aid and a dedicated, experienced faculty. In just 15 months, you could start
a new career with excellent professional, emotional and financial rewards.
For more information, call 1-877-656-4360 or email us at admissions@medcentral.edu.

MedCentral

College of Nursing

